Pony Rosewood Interchangeable

Knitting Pin Set

A great set for the knitting enthusiast, a perfect start for the
beginner and a most valuable gift for the experienced.
And because beautiful knitting projects deserve luxury Rosewood needles,
this set includes a collection of the most popular Pony Rosewood knitting
needle sizes offering a highly flexible and adaptable range providing many
different configurations. The neatly organised hand crafted fabric case holds
all the needles and accessories securely in one place.
Pony Rosewood knitting needles are manufactured of the finest South Indian rosewood, a natural raw material from sustainable vegetable products,
providing strength and durability as well as a smooth working surface. The
warm, lightweight Pony Rosewood needles are individually handcrafted with
a smooth and silky topcoat making knitting a real delight. They have a long
taper and true tension points preventing the yarn from splitting.
Pony Rosewood Needles - The queen of knitting needles and an attractive
alternative to standard needles making knitting a real delight and a great gift
for everyone.

Pony Rosewood Interchangeable

Knitting Pin Set
Case includes:
8 different pairs of shanks

Sizes (mm)

3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0

(U.S)
3 flexible and pliable cables

Length (cm)
(inch)

2 colour coded connectors

4

6

7

8

9

40

60 80 circular

10 10.5

16” 24” 32”

black to fit thick cable, gold to fit thin cable

2 pairs of colour coded knobs
1 knitters gauge

The cables can be effortlessly attached and detached from the shanks and you can
make 8 pairs of flexible knitting pins – an added bonus!

The connectors allow you to connect one or more cables together to create a longer working cable, while the end knobs allow you to use a cable as a stitch holder or
single-pointed needle.
Extending the cable length is easy
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Twist colour coded end of shank on to matching
colour connector ( as illustrated above ) at each cable
end until fully secure to begin creatively knitting
When you have finished, detach the shanks by unscrewing thern in a Counter clockwise direction
Choose 2 Cables of the Same thickness (not necessarily
the Same length ) and attach ONE end of each cable
to your desired Pairs of shanks as illustrated
To extend the cable length, sirnply connect the appropriate
connector to the unattached ends of the two cables to form
an extended & exciting new needle length

